
A statement on behalf of the members of the Nova Scotia Criminal Lawyers Association:The Honourable Judge Gregory Lenehan’s decision to acquit an accused person of sexualassault on March 1, 2017, has resulted in significant media coverage and public outrage.Members of the public should obviously be free to express disagreement with any Judicialdecision or criticism of the law. This is an essential part of our democracy. However, ameaningful discussion should be informed, not just of the facts and the law related to theparticular case, but also of the principles that ensure the fair and just functioning of ourcriminal justice system.Every person charged with a criminal offence in this country is presumed innocent. Therole of a Judge in a criminal trial is to consider only the admissible evidence and determinewhether the Crown has met its high burden of proving each element of the offence beyonda reasonable doubt. Serious consequences exist for any person convicted of a crime,including the possible loss of freedom. Failure to adhere to the standard of proof beyonda reasonable doubt increases the likelihood of wrongful convictions. Therefore, a Judgemust uphold these principles for every person, in every case, no matter what. If areasonable doubt exists, a Judge must acquit the accused even when it would be publiclyunpopular.A Judge must act independently from the pressure or influence from government and thepublic. Regardless of the serious or abhorrent nature of the alleged crime, a Judge mustdispassionately decide whether the Crown has discharged its burden of proof. Even whena Judge is convinced of probable guilt, if the degree of certainty falls short of proof beyonda reasonable doubt, they must acquit. An acquittal does not mean that the Judge condonesthe alleged actions of the accused; nor is it a statement about the validity of the public'sconcern regarding a particular type of crime. Again, it is simply an answer to the question:has the Crown in the particular case proven the allegation beyond a reasonable doubt? A significant amount of criticism in this case has been directed towards Judge Lenehan'spartiality, competence, and his qualifications. There have been references to previousunrelated, and irrelevant, cases over which His Honour has presided, calls for his removalas a Judge, and formal complaints. This type of criticism is unfounded and undermines thediscussion that is needed to address the prevention of sexual assault. If the PublicProsecution Service believes that there has been an error of law or an unreasonableverdict the remedy is to appeal to the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal. Judge Lenehan hears numerous cases everyday. He is consistently encouraging andunderstanding towards marginalized people, those with addictions, or who are sufferingfrom mental illness. He is always respectful to complainants, accused people, andwitnesses. Most importantly, he is fair. He is the type of person that any reasonable,informed member of the public should want as a Judge.


